THE ACCESS PROGRAM FOR WOMEN IN SCIENCE AND MATHEMATICS

ACCESS provides aspiring women from a wide variety of backgrounds with a supportive path into STEM majors and careers through a scholarship, first year experience, and alumnae network that fosters academic success throughout their undergraduate education.

With a vision of greater inclusion, diversity, and accessibility across STEM fields, ACCESS works for young women today, and the workforce of tomorrow.

ACCESS is a signature program of the College of Science. We encourage women with a passion for science or engineering, who are considering majoring in STEM, to apply.

ACCESS Website

ACCESS Program for Women in Science and Mathematics
College of Science, University of Utah | (801) 581-6958 | access@science.utah.edu

SUMMER
Before your first Fall semester at the U

Live… on campus (freshmen)
Learn... about global scientific issues in an ACCESS exclusive summer course
Engage… with scientists and engineers, and get an insider's look at research facilities

FALL & SPRING
Your first year at the U

Acquire… skills for academic and career success
Research… with mentorship from an elite STEM professor
Share… your research in an end of year symposium

ACCESS
A path to success in STEM

APPLY
The ACCESS scholarship covers tuition for the summer course, a research stipend, and summer housing award.

Valued at $4500
Applications due March 1